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ABSTRACT
PURPOSE: The parotidectomy technique still has an elevated paresis and paralysis index, lowering patient life’s quality. The correct
identification of the facial nerve can prevent nerve damage. Fluorescent dye identifies nerves in experimental studies but only few
articles focused its use on facial nerve study in parotidectomies. We aimed to stain the rat facial nerve with fluorescent dye to facilitate
visualization and dissection in order to prevent injuries.
METHODS: Forty adult male Wistar rats were submitted to facial injection of saline solution (Gsf-control group, 10) or fluorescent
dye solution (Gdye group, 30) followed by parotidectomy preserving the facial nerve, measuring the time for localization and facility
of localization (LocTime and LFN). Nerve function was assessed using the Vibrissae Movements (PMV) and Eyelid Closure Motion
(PFP) scores.
RESULTS: Nerve localization was faster in Gdye group, with 83% Easy LFN rate. The Gdye group presented with low nerve injury
degree and better PMV and PFP scores, with high sensitivity and accuracy.
CONCLUSIONS: This experimental method of facial nerve fluorescence was effective for intraoperative nerve visualization,
identification and preservation. The technique may be used in future facial nerve studies, translated to humans, contributing to the
optimization of parotid surgery in the near future.
Key words: Facial Nerve. Fluorescent Dyes. Parotid Gland. Rats.
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Introduction
Over the past century there has been little change in the
surgical technique for tumor resection in the parotid gland, which
is mainly based on anatomical landmarks. Despite recent technical
refinements, the rates of complications such as paralysis and facial
nerve paresis have not decreased.
The first report of total parotidectomy with conservation
of the facial nerve under general anesthesia was performed by M.
Codreanu in 18921,2. In 1907, Thomas Carwardine was the first
to suggest identifying the facial nerve before resecting parotid
tumors, noting that the care and time spent would reflect positively
on the aesthetic result3,4. The development of the current parotid
surgery technique was a result of the contributions of Henry
Samuel Shucksmith and Hayes Martin, who wrote that the facial
nerve trunk should be routinely exposed at the opening of the
stylomastoid foramen prior to proceeding with tumor resection.
This marked the beginning of the era of the anterograde facial
nerve dissection used today.
Since the 2000s, electrophysiological monitoring has
been used to prevent injuries of the extratemporal portion of the
facial nerve during parotidectomy5. However, more recent articles
support the notion that intraoperative monitoring of the facial nerve
reduces surgery time but has little impact on nerve dysfunction6,7.
Fluorescent dyes have been used in laboratory research
since the 1970s, and are an important tool for research into neural
cell differentiation, neural regeneration, cell maturation and cell
transplants8. Fluorescent dyes of the cyanine family were first
investigated in 1982 by Sims et al.9 and Illert et al.10 through the
staining of peripheral nerves in cats, and by Aschoff et al, who
studied other fluorescent compounds until obtaining FastDio®,
currently the most effective one11. It is therefore that staining of the
facial nerve facilitates the intraoperative visualization of the facial
nerve trunk and its branches. There is, however, lack of literature
on this issue.
In 2008, Dogru et al.12 used various types of fluorescent
dyes with different applications to visualize the facial nerve with
a confocal stereomicroscope with epifluorescence and concluded
that this technique can facilitate nerve identification. In 2011, Wu
et al.13 performed a transection of the facial nerve in transgenic
mice expressing Yellow Fluorescent Protein (YFP) under the
control of a neuron-specific promoter. Intravenous injections
of fluorescein in these mice helped to locate the stumps and to
perform reanastomosis and did not affect nerve function. Whitney
et al.14 studied nerve regeneration in mice by using Cy5-NP41, an
intravenous fluorescent dye that binds to peripheral nerve tissue.

Although the dye proved to be effective, the authors called for
more pharmacokinetic studies. In 2014, Kleijan et al.15 reported
on the use of a lecithin-derived fluorescent dyes able to bind to
the extracellular matrix of peripheral nerve tissue. They identified
WGA-Cys5 as the most promising when applied intramuscularly
into the lower limbs of mice to study the sciatic nerve.
Thus, considering the scarcity of studies on the subject,
here we used an experimental model that aims to reduce the high
rates of postoperative complications in parotid gland surgery
through the visualization and preservation of the facial nerve.
The primary objective of this work was to facilitate the location
and dissection of the facial nerve and its branches during surgery
in rats by applying the fluorescent dye carbocyanine (FastDiO®)
by facial transdermal injection, using a simple microscope
with polarized light. The secondary objective was to determine
whether there was injury to the facial nerve trunk and its branches
after dissection. The results observed in rats may ultimately be
translated to humans, and contribute to the optimization of parotid
gland surgery in the near future.
Methods
The study and general research project was approved
by the Ethics Committee of the Universidade Federal de São
Paulo under number 180495, in accord with the International
Organization of Medical Sciences-CIOMS.
We used 40 adult Wistar rats weighing between 200
and 300 grams who were housed in individual cages with a 12hour light-dark cycle and with free access to food and liquids.
Animals were randomized into two groups: The control group
with saline solution (Gsf group) with 10 animals have received
subcutaneous microinjections of 100 microL (0.1 ml) of saline
in the right hemiface only with a Hamilton syringe and the dye
fluorescent group (Gdye group) with 30 animals who have received
subcutaneous microinjections of 100 microL of a buffered solution
of 2.5 mg/ml of FastDiO® dye (3,3’-dilinoleyloxacarbocyanine
perchlorate-Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California, Molecular Probes,
42,364, Sigma-Aldrich®) in right hemiface only.
The microinjection technique for rats consists of injection
into the facial muscles of the right hemiface, about 2.0 cm anterior
to the tragus at the junction point (P) of an imaginary line joining
the middle third of the tragus to the oral rhyme (TR Line) and the
imaginary bisecting line of the angle formed between the nasal
dorsum and the rat nasolabial folds (bisector) (Figure 1). The
location of this line was confirmed by palpating the needle under
the skin, slightly parallel and shallow relative to the facial muscles.
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This was done following anesthesia with an intraperitoneal
injection of 10% ketamine hydrochloride (50 mg/kg) and 2%
xylazine hydrochloride (50 mg/kg) (day 0). Facial nerve function
was evaluated following the injection, with complete anesthetic
recovery.

CHART 2 - Eyelid closure score (PFP).
SCORE

MOVEMENT

0

No movement

1

Contraction without noticeable closure of the
palpebral rima

2

Closure of up to 25% of the palpebral rima

3

Closure of 25 to 50% of the palpebral rima

4

Closure of 50 to 75% of the palpebral rima

5

Closure between 75 and 100% of the palpebral
rima

Surgical protocol of the localization and dissection
of the facial nerve
On the second day after injection, the rats were
anesthetized and submitted to surgery to locate the extratemporal
portion of the facial nerve trunk in both groups. To avoid that the
operator’s fatigue could influence the outcome of the procedure,
FIGURE 1 - The microinjection technique.

we randomly selected five rats per day to undergo surgery. The

P: Point of microinjection; TR Line: Imaginary line joining the middle third of the
tragus to the oral rhyme (TR Line); Bisecting Line: Imaginary bisecting line of
the angle formed between the nasal dorsum and the rat nasolabial folds (bisector).

procedures in all 40 rats took eight days in total. Importantly, the

The first reading of facial nerve function was conducted

The surgery was performed by the same operator in a

on day zero by two independent observers (A and B), and neither

laboratory environment, in both groups (Gdye and Gsf), with

of which knew which group each rat belonged to. After two days,

an aseptic technique and adequate surgical material, using a

the second reading was conducted in both groups. Facial nerve

simple microscope (Surgical Loupe (Seiler®, St Louis-MO, 3.0x

function was measured by the method proposed by Borin et al.23,

magnification, focal length of 420mm) and Cree LED Ultraviolet®

which consists of scoring the rat’s Vibrissae Movements (PMV)

polarized Light Source (365-410nm) - UniqueFire WF-502B

and Eyelid Closure (PFP) on a scale of 0 to 5 (Charts 1 and 2).

brand), which is long-lasting and adapted for frontal use.

CHART 1 – Vibrissae movement score (PMV).
SCORE
0
1

MOVEMENT
No movement
Slight tremor

2

Effective movements, but with whiskers positioned
posteriorly relative to the contralateral whiskers

3

4

5

Effective movements and with whiskers positioned
similarly to the contralateral whiskers, but with
lower amplitude and frequency
Effective movements and with whiskers positioned
similarly to the contralateral whiskers, but with
lower frequency
Effective movements with positioning, amplitude
and frequency similar to that of the contralateral
whiskers
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day of the initial injection was always set according to the day of
the surgery.

Measuring the time to locate the facial nerve (LocTime)
began after exposing the parotid on the right and dissecting the
mandibular and buccal branches of the facial nerve by following
their paths anteriorly with the resection of the parotid, up to the
trunk’s entry into the skull base (Figure 2). Next, we dissected
the temporal and zygomatic branches of the facial nerve as above,
using a simple microscope and ultraviolet polarized light. When
reaching the skull base, we assigned an LFN (localization of the
facial nerve) score, which indicates the difficulty of exposure and
dissection (Chart 3).

Facial nerve identification with fluorescent dye in rats

CHART 3 – Localization and dissection of facial nerve
score (LFN).

FIGURE 2 - Exposition of the dissection on the right side with the
mandibular and buccal fluorescent colored branches of the facial nerve.
BBr: Buccal branch; MBr: Mandibular branch.

SCORE
0

LOCALIZATION AND DISSECTION
Easy, localization after rapid plane dissection, quick
visualization

1

Difficult, localization after more comprehensive
dissection, slower visualization

Rats in both groups were kept alive and their facial nerve
function was assessed once again at the end of anesthesia by the
two observers (A and B). They were observed and scored for four
weeks, following an algorithm-based schedule (Chart 4). Data
generated by the observers was submitted for statistical analysis
using the following tests: Anova, General linear model, Kappa
concordance index, and the equality test of two proportions.
Significance was set at p<0.05.

CHART 4 - Activities algorithm.
Day

D0

D2

D7

D14

D28

Activity

1. First Assessment of
PMV and PFP scores in
Gdye and Gsf groups
immediately
following facial injection

1. Second score
assessment after facial
injection:
PMV and PFP in Gdye and
Gsf groups

1. Second score
assessment after
surgery:
PMV and PFP
in Gdye and Gsf
groups

1. Third score
assessment after
surgery:
PMV and PFP
in Gdye and Gsf
groups

1. Fourth score
assessment after
surgery:
PMV and PFP
in Gdye and Gsf
groups

2. Surgery in both groups
with LFN score and time
for localization

2. Euthanize

3. First score assessment
after surgery and end of
anesthesia PMV and PFP in
Gdye and Gsf groups

Results
In order to facilitate the analysis, the results were divided

parotid glands were resected uneventfully.
Time and difficulty of localization of the facial nerve

as expected outcomes in:
A-Time and Difficulty of localization of the facial nerve;

To investigate the potential benefit of using fluorescence

B- Assessment of Facial Nerve Functions;

staining of the facial nerve for its visualization and dissection

C- Performance characterization of the fluorescent dye;

during surgery, we conducted different analysis comparing rats

We observed that no animals were lost and no

which had their nerves stained with FastDiO® to a mock-stained

complications occurred during any of the procedures. All facial
nerve branches and trunks were found in both groups, and all

control group (Gdye and Gsf groups).
First, we analyzed the time necessary to find the facial
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nerves and the difficulty of the procedure. Table 1 shows the facial
nerve localization time (LocTime) for both groups. Compared to
the Gsf group, the Gdye group had significantly lower mean and
median times (Figure 3), indicating that the nerve localization
during surgery was faster when the dye was used. As expected,
when assessing the localization of the facial nerve (LFN) scores,
which indicate the difficulty of exposure and dissection during the
parotidectomy, we observed that 83% of the Gdye group surgeries
were considered easy while this number dropped to 60% in the Gsf
group. This difference, however, was not statistically significant
(Table 2).

FIGURE 3 - Comparison of LocTimes between both groups.

Y-axis: LocTime: localization time of the facial nerve in minutes. Bars represent the
different groups, Gcor: Fluorescent dye group, Gsem: Group without dye. p=0.001.

TABLE 1 - LocTime for both groups.
LocTime

Gdye

Gsfo

Mean

12:00

14:02

Median

11:50

13:11

SD

01:20

02:03

CV

11%

15%

Min

10:16

11:53

Max

15:03

18:01

N

30

10

CI

00:29

01:16

P-value

0.001

LocTime: Time of localization of the facial nerve in minutes
Gdye: Fluorescent dye group, Gsf: Group without dye
SD: Standard deviation, CV: Coefficient of Variation
CI: Confidence Interval, Min and Max: the minimum and the maximum times of
localization of the facial nerve in minutes, N: Number of animals per group.

TABLE 2 - LFN distribution in both groups.
Gdye
Gsf
LFN
P-value
N
%
N
%
Easy
25
83.3%
6
60%
0.126
Difficult
5
16.7%
4
40%
LFN: Score for the localization of the facial nerve
Gdye: Fluorescent dye group
Gsf: Group without dye
N: Number of animals per group

To investigate a possible association between time and
difficulty, we compared the LFN scores to the LocTime between
groups and observed a significant difference in the mean LocTime
between the Easy and Difficult LFN scores when analyzing both
groups together and separately, p<0.001 (Table 3, Figure 4). These
results indicate that the more difficult the dissection is, the more
time is needed, and that this relationship is independent of the use
of the fluorescent dye.

TABLE 3 - LFN for LocTime per group.
Mean

Median

Standard
Deviation

CV

Min

Max

N

CI

Easy

11:33

11:43

±00:54

8%

10:16

13:11

25

00:21

Difficult

14:15

14:21

±00:38

4%

13:16

15:03

5

00:34

Easy

12:37

12:37

±00:32

4%

11:53

13:16

6

00:26

Difficult

16:10

16:02

±01:26

9%

14:36

18:01

4

01:24

Easy

11:46

11:52

±00:56

8%

10:16

13:16

31

00:20

Difficult

15:06

14:36

±01:25

9%

13:16

18:01

9

00:55

LocTime
Gdye
Gsf
Both

P-value
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

LFN: Score for the localization of the facial nerve, LocTime: Localization Time of the facial nerve, Gdye: Fluorescent dye group, Gsf: Group without dye, CV = Coefficient of Variation, CI = Confidence Interval, Min and Max: the minimum and the maximum times of LFN in minutes and seconds.
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FIGURE 4 - LFN for LocTime by group.

Y-axis: mean PFL scores, LFN: Score for the localization of the facial nerve, LocTime: Localization Time of the facial nerve, Gdye: Fluorescent dye group, Gsf:
Group without dye, Both: Both groups.

FIGURE 5 - Kappa concordance index between observers for PMV and
PFP.

Assessment of facial nerve functions
To assess possible injuries to the facial nerve trunk and

Y-axis: Kappa concordance index, PMV: Vibrissae movement score, PFP: Eyelid
closure score
Each bars represents an observation time in days.

its branches after dissection, we analyzed facial nerve functions by
scoring the rat’s Vibrissae Movements (PMV) and Eyelid Closure
(PFP) by two independent observers. Firstly, we observed that all
the kappa concordance indexes were statistically significant and
classified as Good to Ideal, in both PMV (kappa 0.98 - Ideal) and
PFP (Kappa 0.71 - Good) and on all days (Table 4, Figure 5). The
high Kappa index confirmed that the facial nerve function could
correctly be measured by the PMV and PFP scores.

TABLE 4 - Kappa concordance index between observers
A and B for PMV and PFP.

D2
D7
D14
D28
All

Kappa
P-valor
Kappa
P-valor
Kappa
P-valor
Kappa
P-valor
Kappa
P-valor

PMV: Vibrissae movement score
PFP: Eyelid closure score
D1-D28: Observation time in days

PMV

PFP

0.958
<0.001
1.000
<0.001
1.000
<0.001
1.000
<0.001
0.976
<0.001

0.650
<0.001
0.655
<0.001
1.000
<0.001
1.000
<0.001
0.710
<0.001

To assess PMV and PFP by group and time (days 2, 7, 14
and 28), we used a general linear model to measure the effects of
the main variables and their interactions. We observed a significant
difference between PMV and PFP scores when we compared
the groups Gdye and Gsf, and the different times (Table 5). The
PMV e PFP scores were significantly higher in the Gdye group,
suggesting that the lesions of the facial nerves were milder and the
recovery was faster in this group (Figures 6 and 7). Interestingly,
when we looked at the variable time and all paired interactions, we
observed that the PMV and PFP scores varied significantly over
time for both groups (Table 6). These variations are likely related
to the manipulation of the facial nerve that may result in a decrease
in its function (the score decreases with the severity of the lesion)
and its recovery with time. Importantly, there were no cases of
permanent paralysis in the rats examined.
TABLE 5 - Main variable effects and interaction between
PMV and PFP.
PMV
PFP
Group
Time
Interaction

<0.001
<0.001
0.007

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

PMV: Vibrissae movement score
PFP: Eyelid closure score
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TABLE 6 - P-values for time.
Time

PMV

PFP
FIGURE 6 - PMV by Group.

Y-axis: Total score of PMV, X-axis: Gdye and Gsf groups, PMV: Vibrissae movement score, Gdye: Fluorescent dye group, Gsf: Group without dye.

D02
D07
D14
D28
D02
D07
D14
D28

D0
<0.001
0.064
0.933
1.000
<0.001
0.674
1.000
1.000

D02

D07

D14

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

0.347
0.064

0.933

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

0.674
0.674

1.000

PMV: Vibrissae movement score, PFP: Eyelid closure score, D0-D14: Observation
time in days.

Table 7 shows the variations in PMV and PFP scores
by group and by observation time. Regarding the interaction of
PMV (Figure 8) and of PFP (Figure 9) scores between groups by
observation time, we observed a significant variation across the
different time points. Specifically, for both PMV and PFP scores,
we noticed a drastic drop on day 2 followed by a gradual return
to the baseline scores during the following weeks. Of note, the
variations were lower for the Gdye group, which probably relates

FIGURE 7 - PFP by Group.

Y-axis: Total score of PFP, X-axis: Gdye and Gsf groups, PFP: Eyelid closure
score, Gdye: Fluorescent dye group, Gsf: Group without dye.

to a less intense nerve manipulation and, consequently, less
damage in the fluorescent dye facial nerve.

TABLE 7 - P-values for the interaction.
Interaction

PMV

PFP

Gdye D02
Gdye D07
Gdye D14
Gdye D28
Gsf D0
Gsf D02
Gsf D07
Gsf D14
Gsf D28
Gdye D02
Gdye D07
Gdye D14
Gdye D28
Gsf D0
Gsf D02
Gsf D07
Gsf D14
Gsf D28

Gdye D0
<0.001
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
<0.001
0.027
0.983
1.000
<0.001

Gdye D02 Gdye D07 Gdye D14 Gdye D28
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.001
0.311
<0.001
<0.001
0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Gsf D0

1.000
1.000
1.000
<0.001

1.000
1.000
<0.001

1.000
<0.001

<0.001

0.084
0.999
1.000

0.027
0.983
1.000

0.027
0.983
1.000

0.157
0.996
1.000

1.000
1.000
<0.001

1.000
<0.001

<0.001

0.844
1.000
1.000

0.844
1.000
1.000

0.951
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
<0.001

0.042
<0.001

1.000
1.000
1.000
<0.001

0.844
1.000
1.000

0.844
0.042
0.042

0.944
1.000
1.000

Gsf D02

Gsf D07

Gsf D14

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

0.718
0.157

0.996

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

0.951
0.951

1.000

PMV: Vibrissae movement score, PFP: Eyelid closure score, Gdye: Fluorescent dye group, Gsf: Group without dye, D0-D28: Observation time in days.
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and malignant neoplasms undergoing parotidectomy18,19.
With the advent of intraoperative monitoring of the facial
nerve, the operative time for resection of parotid gland tumors has
decreased, but not enough to make the procedure safer to the nerve
function. Even in cases of temporary paralysis of the facial nerve,
the patient’s quality of life is negatively affected.
Guntinas-Lichius et al.20 reported worse quality of life
in patients submitted to facial nerve reconstruction, despite good
reconstruction success rates, while Ciuman et al.21 showed that
there was a global decrease in quality of life in patients submitted
FIGURE 8 - PMV x group x observation time.

Y-axis: Total score of PMV, X-axis: Observation Time (days), PMV: Vibrissae
movement score, D0-D28: Observation time in days, Gdye: Fluorescent dye group,
Gsf: Group without dye.

to different resection techniques of the parotid gland. Thus,
alternative methods to facilitate visualization of the facial nerve
trunk and its branches, from the start to the end of surgery, coupled
with the improvement of the surgical technique and intraoperative
monitoring, could reduce paralysis and paresis rates.
To facilitate intraoperative visualization, dissection
and preservation of the facial nerve trunk during surgery, we
investigated the usefulness and benefits of staining the rat facial
nerve with fluorescent neuronal tracers. Our literature search
revealed that very few studies have used fluorescent dyes to
stain the facial nerve with the aim of identifying the nerve during
parotid surgeries. In fact, we found only four such experimental
studies and none was conducted in humans.
Differently from Dogru et al.30, we stained the facial
nerve of all rats through the microinjection of FastDiO® dye

FIGURE 9 - PFP x group x observation time.

Y-axis: Total score of PFP, X-axis: Observation Time (days), PFP: Eyelid closure
score, D0-D28: Time points in days, Gdye: Fluorescent dye group, Gsf: Group
without dye.

using a simple microscope and ultraviolet polarized light as the
light source in frontal focus instead of the confocal light of the
microscope. The same study also tested several fluorescent dyes
with different application techniques: crystals and solution and

Performance characterization of the fluorescent dye

staining visualization with a confocal microscope12. In our work,

Finally, we measured the performance of the fluorescent

scores rather than conduction studies. For this, rats were kept alive

nerve branch function was evaluated through the PMV and PFP

dye in order to classify its function. According to our analysis,
FastDiO® demonstrated high sensitivity (83%), and accuracy
(72%). However, it showed low specificity (40%).

and observed for 28 days. Unlike Dogru et al., frontal ultraviolet
polarized light was effective at identifying all the branches of
the facial nerve, which suggests that confocal microscopy is not
necessary for this task. Also, the number of animals studied in
our model was greater30 compared to that study (six rats in the

Discussion

FastDiO® group).

The surgical technique for locating and preserving the

In Wu et al.13 study, the authors intravenously injected a

facial nerve has changed very little in the last century and the

new fluorescein (F-NP41) with affinity for neuronal tissue using

16

current technique is a variation of the works of Shucksmith et al.

fluorescence under a confocal light microscope to locate the

and Martin based primarily on anatomical landmarks. Despite

severed stumps and perform anastomosis. The authors succeeded

the emergence of technical refinements in recent decades, rates

in locating the nerve and obtained functional results equal to those

of complication such as paralysis and paresis of the facial nerve

of controls. However, unlike our model, they used transgenic mice

remain high, ranging from 10% to 70% for patients with benign

expressing YFP in neural cells to enhance the visualization of

17
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regenerating nerve stumps (which may have facilitated staining),

Therefore, responding to the primary objective, we conclude that

used a confocal microscope for visualization, and did not target

the fluorescent dye facilitated nerve visualization. However, it did

the facial nerve.

not significantly facilitate dissection.

According to Wei et al. , the retrograde nerve staining

In turn, Tables 4 to 7 reflect our secondary objective,

technique is currently the gold standard for the assessment of

which was to assess whether the experimental fluorescent staining

recovery of injured peripheral nerves and is an important tool to

and dissection damage the facial nerve in rats. As shown in Table 4

estimate and understand the benefits of treatment strategies. We

and Figure 5, we obtained good to high kappa concordance indexes

therefore anticipated that fluorescent staining could facilitate

for all PMV (0.98) and PFP (0.71) score readings on all observed

nerve visualization during surgery. However, little was known

days (p<0.001 for both). Here we have revalidated the functional

about the possible injuries and damages to the nerves, which could

assessment test of the facial nerve by the scale established by Borin

affect their function during and after surgery. Thus, we questioned

et al.23. In addition, Table 5 shows that there was a significant

whether retrograde fluorescence staining of the facial nerve and

difference in the PMV and PFP scores between groups (p<0.001)

its branches would facilitate their location and help in their safe

over the observation period (p<0.001; observation time x group

dissection in an experimental model of parotidectomy.

interaction, p = 0.007). The Gdye group obtained significantly

22

We chose to use Wistar rats because the anatomy of their

better PMV and PFP scores when we analyzed the variables

facial nerve has been relatively well-studied and is quite similar to

group and time and their interaction (all ps <0.001). Therefore,

that of humans. Also, they are a phylogenetically simpler mammal

the fluorescent dye facilitated the visualization of the nerve and its

model, and are easy to purchase, handle, maintain and care for.

buccal, mandibular, orbicularis and frontal branches, with fewer

The injections were performed after animals were randomized into

functional changes in the Gdye group.

each of the groups: Control Group (Gsf) and the Dye fluorescent

In Figures 6 and 7, one can see significantly better PMV

group (Gdye), for a total of 40 animals and 40 nerves analyzed.

and PFP scores in the Gdye group when compared to the Gsf

The microinjections were always applied to the right side of the rat

group (p<0.001) without causing permanent injury to the nerve,

and compared to the opposite (not manipulated and normal) side

suggesting that staining with the dye may have facilitated nerve

as standardized by Borin et al. in order to better correlate the real

dissection. In Table 6 we note that the changes in both scores

function of the manipulated facial nerve with the nerve function

occurred soon after surgery (day 2) and remained so until day

scores (PMV and PFP) and submitted to the same observation time

7. Starting on day 14, scores returned to the initial baseline (5

in both groups for the evaluation of facial nerve function scores in

points) in all animals (Figures 8 and 9). This means that there were

each day to analyze the possible changes in the nerve function as

alterations in PMV and PFP scores due to the nerve dissection

the recovery occurred. In addition, our study was strengthened by

during surgery in both groups, resulting in nerve paresis that was

the randomization of the rats and the blinding of the two observers.

not related to the dye (as previously described), but to the surgery
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To address our first objective, which was to investigate

itself (p <0.001).

if our fluorescence staining method facilitates the localization

Periodic monitoring showed recovery of nerve function,

and dissection of the facial nerve and its branches during surgery

mostly from day 7, with p = 0.064 for PMV and p = 0.674 for

in rats, we first analyzed the differences between facial nerve

PFP, and all reached normality by 14 days after surgery. There was

localization times between groups (Gdye and Gsf) (Table 1). We

no permanent paralysis and cases of temporary paresis resolved

observed shorter localization time for the stained nerve group,

within 14 days (Figures 8 and 9).

with a lower median and significant p-value (p = 0.001) (Figure 3).

Table 7 shows that there was a statistically significant

This shows that staining facilitated the visualization of the trunk

difference (p<0.001) between PMV and PFP scores in the Gdye

and branches of the facial nerve. Secondly, we analyzed the ease

group between day 2 and the other days of observation. There was

of nerve dissection by creating the facial nerve localization and

also a significant difference in PMV and PFP between the Gdye

dissection score (LFN) with two variables (Easy and Difficult),

and Gsf groups (p<0.001). The data suggest that localization of

as shown in Table 2. There was no statistical difference between

the facial nerve (trunk and branches) was better with the use of

groups (p = 0.126), but the Gdye group had an Easy rate of 83.3%

the fluorescent dye. Despite the presence of nerve injuries in the

against 60% in the Gsf group. Within each group, LFN differed

Gdye group, these were less severe and completely normalized by

between Easy and Difficult (p<0.001) (Table 3 and Figure 4).

day 14.
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Importantly, we found that there were no facial nerve
injuries before surgery due to the injection or dye. Also, all cases
of facial nerve injury observed after surgery were temporary,

6.

returning to normal by day 14. All animals recovered completely
by day 28, corresponding to the greater ease of dissecting the
stained nerve.

7.

Finally, the fluorescence dye used showed 83%
sensitivity, 40% specificity and 72% accuracy. The high sensitivity
suggests that the method allows for good identification of the nerve,
facilitating visualization and nerve preservation during surgery.
This is why the dye group had more Easy scores. However, the

8.
9.

method is not very specific, as the group without dye had a similar
distribution of Easy and Difficult scores. The high accuracy
score indicates that using this method gives a 72% probability of

10.

reaching the correct diagnosis, i.e., to locate the stained nerve.
Thus, responding to our secondary objective, we conclude

11.

that dissection of the facial nerve with fluorescent dye causes only
temporary paresis of the nerve, with functional recovery within
14 days after surgery. Our results show that fluorescent staining

12.

and dissection of the facial nerve are experimentally feasible and
do not cause injury to the nerve, neither through the injection nor
staining of the dye. Furthermore, stained nerves are visualized
significantly better than unstained ones.

13.
14.

Conclusions
Experimental fluorescent staining of the facial nerve

15.

in rats using light microscopy was effective for intraoperative
visualization. The method showed high sensitivity and accuracy
and allowed the identification and preservation of the facial
nerve and its branches during surgical dissection, with cases of
temporary paresis only. Therefore, the staining and visualization
approach proposed here can be safely applied in nerve studies, and

16.
17.
18.

specifically those targeting the facial nerve.
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